
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

CLOCKTOWER RADIO & PETER COFFIN ANNOUNCES LIVING LIVE:  BI-WEEKLY 
PROGRAMMING AT RED BULL STUDIOS NEW YORK,  

WED, 6-9PM  !
LIVING, CLOSING GALLERY EVENT, SEPTEMBER 17, 7-11PM 

!  !
(New York, NY) July 23rd- American artist, Peter Coffin, announces LIVING Live, a radio series 
broadcast and viewing party from Red Bull Studios New York. Hosted by Clocktower Radio, the 
programming is part of Peter Coffin’s multi-sensory LIVING exhibition at the Chelsea space. A 
summer long series of music, DJs, and interviews is set for every other Wednesday, 6-9pm.  !
Leading off with a 30 minute discussion between 1-5 music and media personalities, such as 
WFMU’s station manager, Ken Freedman, Devon Goldberg of Morricone Youth (East Village 
Radio) and Tim Sweeney (Beats in Space, WNYU), each series of LIVING Live will explore 
sub-themes of the LIVING exhibition, as well as radio culture. Following the conversation, 
various radio personalities will perform a DJ-set, specifically created to emphasize the particular 
topic. Shortly after airing, the episodes will be available on-demand on Clocktower.org. !
LIVING, Coffin’s solo exhibition comprises multiple large scale works exploring the relationship 
between the life of the object and the approach of the viewer, including an immersive 
soundscape and environmental experience allowing visitors passing through its space to 
experience a sound and light installation, and a subterranean 'hanging garden' with plants, 
watering system and grow lights, where invited musicians will have the opportunity to perform 
music to a plant audience. Red Bull Studios New York also operates as recording studio for the 
production of the third volume of the artist’s Music for Plants album series. !
LIVING Live will air bi-weekly on Wednesdays 6-9pm at Red Bull Studios New York at 220 

W 18th Street in Manhattan until September 17th.  
LIVING Live Programming Details: 

!
For media inquiries, contact: 

Steffi Muehlenkamp / Steffi@agwgrp.com 

http://clocktower.org/news/living-live-peter-coffin-clocktower-radio
http://clocktower.org
mailto:Steffi@agwgrp.com
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August 6, 2014:  LIVING Live: The Free Music Archive & WFMU 
August 20, 2014: LIVING Live: The Art of the Soundtrack  
September 3, 2014:  LIVING Live: Radio Underground & Beyond 
September 17, 2014:  Closing Party with Beats in Space !
August 6 - LIVING Live: The Free Music Archive & WFMU  
Clocktower Radio interviews the creators of the Free Music Archive to discuss law, innovation, 
open-source activism, networking, music, and communications. With Ken Freedman, WFMU 
Station Manager and self-described DJ, Red Sea Pedestrian, Self-Hating Atheist, Skier, Proud 
New Jerseyan and bubbling cauldron of rage and Jason Sigal, founding director of the Free 
Music Archive, an expert in alternative copyrights and digital distribution, a WFMU DJ and a 
member of the band Lame Drivers.	
!
Freedman pioneered the use of direct licensing for broadcasters, obtaining alternative 
copyrights and waivers to address restrictions placed on broadcasters by the Digital Millennium 
Copyright Act. In 2007, Freedman and Sigal built on these direct licensing activities and founded 
WFMU's Free Music Archive, an open source library of copyright-cleared music and audio which 
launched in April 2009.	

 
The interview will be followed by a playlist assembled from the FMA comprised largely of indie 
bands and experimental music.	
!
August 20 - LIVING Live: The Art of the Soundtrack  
Devon E. Levins of Morricone Youth (East Village Radio) and Fabio Roberti, host of Strength 
Through Failure (WFMU) are film score experts and radio veterans with encyclopedic 
knowledge and terrific collections. They discuss historic trends in the field, handpick winners 
and losers and assess the current scene.	
!
The conversation is followed by an eclectic music selection tilting toward the more obscure work 
and including the greats: Morricone, John Barry, Mancini, Nino Rota, Bernard Herrmann and 
much more.	
!
September 3 -  Radio Underground & Beyond 
Roundtable discussion on NY radio culture generally and followed by a curated set of music and 
programming from different stations. Guests and DJs to be announced.	
!
DJ set by Delphine Blue (EVR and Clocktower Radio) and special guests !
September 17 - Closing Party with Beats in Space  
Featuring Beats in Space and DJ set by Tim Sweeney, Beats in Space (WNYU), live music by 
Little Bastards, DJ set by DJ JarJar, and others	


!
For media inquiries, contact: 

Steffi Muehlenkamp / Steffi@agwgrp.com 
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